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How to innovate using computational mathematics?  
- on bridging research in modern scientific computing paradigms with industrial applications



Multiprocessor Evolution and Trends

✦ In multicore era : Performance scales with number of cores (software problem)



Research-based Innovation  
through focus on scientific challenges
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OceanWave3D 
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Simulation Framework



Fully Nonlinear Potential Flow Equations





Why increased interest in FNPF solvers?

✦ Progress in HPC facilitates large-scale  
simulations including variable bathymetry


✦ Dispersive FNPF needed for coastal problems  
(discrete approximations vs. analytical approximation)


✦ FNPF as far-field solver coupled with NS for fluid-structure problems

✦ OceanWave3D + OpenFOAM / Refresco / SPHysics


✦ As a medium fidelity method for marine renewables



Why increased interest in FNPF solvers?

✦ FNPF as far-field solver coupled with NS for fluid-structure problems

✦ OceanWave3D + OpenFOAM / Refresco / SPHysics


✦ Screening of extreme waves

✦ Improved load predictions using OceanWave3D



Engsig-Karup, Madsen  
& Glimberg 
(IJNF, 2011) 
Glimberg (2013,2018)
✦ New Multigrid Preconditioned  

Defect Correction iterative  
solver for high-order FDM 

✦ Progress in HPC facilitate  
large-scale simulations including  
variable bathymetry using FNPF 

✦ Massively Parallel  
GPU Acceleration 

✦ Massively scalable simulations 
on heterogeneous clusters using 
DTU Compute GPULAB Library



Real-time interactive 
Simulation 
(FORCE Technology,  
2012-2013)

✦ Full Mission Simulator uses GPUs 
for visualisation purposes 

✦ DTU Compute GPULAB Library 
used for proof-of-concepts 

✦ Most advanced RANS computations 
requires super clusters. 

✦ Complexity in forward ship problem 
difficult with today’s computational 
methods. Accuracy must be 
balanced against computational 
effort.



DeRisk 2014-2018 
(DTU Wind/DTU Mek/ 
DTU Compute)

✦ De-Risking of ULS wave loads on  
offshore structures (DeRisk) 

✦ DTU Compute GPULAB Library 
with OceanWave3D-GPU used for  
sea state calculations 

✦ www.derisk.dk 



Scientific Challenge
✦ CFD (very) expensive for  

wave propagation 
✦ FNPF useful for screening and  

large-scale simulations of sea  
states 

✦ Handling both wave propagation 
plus wave-body problems in same 
solver not standard in medium  
fidelity models







On the progress in FEM for FNPF solvers





Robertson & Sherwin 
(JCP, 2002)

✦ ALE Formulation 
✦ Gradient Recovery using  

global L2 Projection 
✦ Identified a mesh asymmetry  

instability problem 
✦ Fix using a viscous terms  

-> loosing exponential  
convergence rate! 

Mesh asymmetry problem



Engsig-Karup, Eskilsson 
& Bigoni 
(JCP, 2016)
✦ Sigma-transformed formulation 
✦ Zakharov formulation contains  

quartic nonlinear terms

Sigma-transformed formulation



Engsig-Karup, Eskilsson 
& Bigoni 
(JCP, 2016)

✦ Sigma-transformed formulation 
✦ Gradient Recovery using  

global L2 Projection 
✦ Resolved the mesh asymmetry  

instability problem 
✦ Quad-layer at FS level 

✦ Explicit Temporal Integration 
✦ ERK4

Galerkin Discretization (Space)



Engsig-Karup, Eskilsson 
& Bigoni 
(JCP, 2016)
✦ Resolved the mesh asymmetry  

instability problem 
✦ Quad-layer at FS level 

✦ Robust SEM for nonlinear wave  
propagation via 
✦ Exact integration of free surface 

equations vital but not enough 
✦ Mild (1%) spectral filtering  

necessary for stability 
(Cost exaggerated in example)

Numerical stabilisation



Engsig-Karup, Eskilsson 
& Bigoni 
(JCP, 2016)
✦ Convergence results for  

nonlinear stream function waves 
confirm robustness up to the 
most nonlinear waves 

✦ Numerical stabilization needed 
for most nonlinear waves 

✦ More resolution needed for most 
nonlinear waves to resolve  
dynamics

Convergence



Engsig-Karup, Eskilsson 
& Bigoni 
(JCP, 2016)

✦ Validation against experiments

Harmonic generation over a submerged bar (2D)



Wave-structure interaction between Solitary wave with cylinder (3D) 

a/h = 0.4



Wave-structure interaction between regular waves with cylinder (3D)



3D Version in Nektar++ 
(nektar.info)
✦ Sigma-transformed FNPF 
✦ Nektar++ is an open-source  

spectral/hp element framework 
✦ Parallel version using MPI 
✦ Iso-parametric mapping 
✦ Prism/Hexa hydbrid mesh

Solitary wave impinging on a cylinder (3D)

Regular Waves in Semi-Circular Channel (3D)



3D Version in Nektar++ 
(nektar.info)
✦ Sigma-transformed FNPF 
✦ Nektar++ is an open-source  

spectral/hp element framework 
✦ Parallel version using MPI 
✦ Iso-parametric mapping 
✦ Prism/Hexa hydbrid mesh

Large-scale simulation



Engsig-Karup,  
Monteserin 
& Eskilsson 
(JCP, 2017)
✦ MEL formulation for wave-body 
✦ Zakharov formulation contains  

quartic nonlinear terms

Mixed-Eulerian Lagrangian formulation



Engsig-Karup,  
Monteserin 
& Eskilsson 
(JCP, 2017)
✦ MEL formulation for wave-body 
✦ Accelerated Potential formulation 

needed for body force predictions 
✦ Mesh updates required 
✦ Work-around for the mesh  

asymmetry problem: use top layer 
 of quads! 

✦ Isoparametric (high-order)  
representation of the free surface 
and (if needed) body surface

Mixed-Eulerian Lagrangian formulation



Heaving submerged cylinder in forced motion (2D)



Solitary wave interacting with a submerged cylinder (2D)



Solitary wave interacting with a submerged cylinder (2D)



CCP-WSI Blindtest  
Experiment

✦ MEL formulation for wave-body 
✦ Accelerated Potential formulation 

needed for body force predictions 
✦ Mesh updates required 
✦ Work-around for the mesh  

asymmetry problem: use prism 
elements! 

✦ Isoparametric (high-order)  
representation of the free surface 
and body surface of FPSO

Wave-body interaction with a fixed FPSO (3D)



CCP-WSI Blindtest  
ExperimentWave-body interaction with a fixed FPSO (3D)



CCP-WSI Blindtest  
ExperimentWave-body interaction with a fixed FPSO (3D)



SUMMARY
✦ SEM gives good trade-off between  

accuracy and cost 
✦ SEM fully supports unstructured 

meshes as well as isoparametric  
(curvilinear) elements 

✦ There exists work-arounds for the 
mesh asymmetry instability  
problem without compromising  
convergence 

✦ SEM can provide a single model 
for both far-field wave propagation 
and wave-body interaction 

✦ FNPF is available in the nektar++ 
framework for parallel simulations 

✦ High-Performance computing on 
modern architectures has big  
potential but is not trivial
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